ZF is a global leader in driveline and chassis technology as well as active and passive safety technology. The company has a global workforce of around 137,000 with approximately 230 locations in some 40 countries. ZF founds start-ups in interesting business fields. This opens up opportunities to test innovative business models flexibly and quickly. ZF start-ups are independent of ZF and managed by experienced start-up founders. ZF finances the start-ups as a venture capital investor.

Car eWallet wants to become the largest transaction network for mobile machine-to-machine services. It enables end customers to benefit from a trusted and end-to-end service landscape and business customers to efficiently expand their services on offer as well as their end customer base.

**Start-Up CTO / Technical Managing Director**

**Location: Berlin | Contract type: Permanent position, salary as agreed**

The CTO is responsible for the technical design and setup of the application, platform and IT systems for Car eWallet. He has relevant practical experience and is well versed in systems development and distributed architectures (distributed ledger). The CTO is confident in the application of agile product development and can pass this knowledge on to his employees. In addition, he has a clear picture of the future development phases and technology trends for the technologies relevant to Car eWallet (such as distributed ledger) and has an optimal network of professional contacts. He designs the systems optimally for the respective use case and has experience in the development of scalable IT systems. In addition, the CTO ideally has several years of experience as an entrepreneur or executive manager in the industry. We are looking for a versatile entrepreneurial type who knows how to successfully harness state-of-the-art technologies for high-tech startups.

**Your tasks**
- Select technologies
- Be responsible for systems development and industrialization of the overall system
- Have an overview of the technical market
- Present to customers the technical specifications, interfaces and framework
- Make decisions about the integration of technical customer requirements
- Create and implement a technical roadmap from the status quo to the vision
- Report the system and development status to stakeholders
- Compile and train a very capable team
- Lead the technical team

**Your profile:**
- Completed course of studies in natural sciences, engineering or information technology
- Several years of practical experience in the area of distributed ledger
- Very good understanding of system architectures
- Strong strategic and analytical skills
- Confident use of agile working methods
- Strong leadership skills with willingness and desire to help the team succeed
- Outstanding command of spoken and written English

**What we offer:**
- Attractive remuneration with acquisition of a stake in the company
- Dynamic work environment in Berlin
- Team of experienced founders, entrepreneurs and technical experts
- A great deal of responsibility and scope for action
- A product that was already recognized as a top innovation in 2017

**Your application**
- Cover letter, CV, most important certificates and references

**Contact:**
Katharina Frie  
Senior Consultant, New Venture Creation  
Mail: frie@unternehmertum.de  
Phone: 017684252615